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Abstract: China is continually increasing its efforts to reduce carbon emissions due to dual pressure
domestically and internationally. Specifically, China has committed to achieving peak carbon emissions
no later than 2030. As an international goal, carbon emission peak in China has generated considerable
research interest. However, most scholars only focus on a partial aspect of peak carbon emissions.
Through a review of literature from numerous sources, this paper provides a more systematic analysis
than previously available of how China can reach its peak carbon emissions as early as possible.
This study first elaborates the status of peak carbon emissions in China from regional and sectoral
perspectives and summarizes the various predictions. Then, five main driving factors of carbon
emission peak in China are investigated, i.e., economic development, urbanization, energy-related
issues, foreign direct investment and technology, and transportation. Corresponding to these five
factors, some specific and practical recommendations are proposed. Furthermore, regional differences
and spatial “spillovers” must be taken into account, thereby achieving a “win-win” solution with
respect to the integration of emission mitigation and economic development, as well as reaching the
desired target of peak carbon emissions.
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1. Introduction

With the intensification of actions to address climate change, an increasing number of scholars
have paid attention to carbon emissions caused by the burning of fossil fuels. International negotiations
on the issue of climate change have become a competition of self-interests among countries. The issue of
greenhouse gas emission peak also has become the focus of international climate negotiations in recent
years [1]. IPCC AR5 further confirmed that the greenhouse gas emissions from human activities are
the major causes of current climate change [2]. Recently, some studies have shown that CO2 and global
temperature may not be coupled as tightly as previously believed, some other physical mechanisms
are also possible candidates for causing the contemporary global warming [3], but each country should
not reduce the urgency to regulate anthropogenic carbon emissions because of a possible connection
between carbon emissions and biodiversity extinction [4].The main sources of anthropogenic carbon
emissions are fossil fuels, and of these, coal produces the largest emissions. To achieve the goal of 2 ◦C
temperature control, countries must strengthen actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. However,
the global carbon emissions have presented unprecedented rise. Accordingly, China, the world’s
largest carbon emitter, is facing increasing pressure in international climate negotiations to reduce
carbon emissions [5–7]. Undoubtedly, China will play an important role in global mitigation process.

Besides the pressure internationally, domestic pressure also advances the process of carbon
emissions reduction [8]. For a long time, extensive economic development dependent largely on
coal consumption has caused considerable carbon emissions. At present, China’s environmental
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carrying capacity is approaching its upper limit [9]. Environmental constraints will force China to
optimize its mixture of energy sources and to follow a development trend ofdecarbonization and
hydrogenation [10,11].

Meanwhile, as the largest developing country in the world, China is still at the stage of
industrialization and urbanization, and there is an urgency for economic and social development.
To achieve the peak of carbon emissions, great challenges must be overcome [12,13]. With the rapid
development of industrialization and urbanization, China’s energy consumption has continued to
grow rapidly. Fast-growing Gross domestic product (GDP), low efficiency of energy utilization,
an unsustainable energy mix and industrial structure biased to heavy industry have become important
forces driving the growth of energy consumption [14–16]. Furthermore, coupled with the different
trading openness and levels of science technology, the development gap between regions is even
wider than that of decades ago, which leads to the distinct gaps of the status and abatement potentials
of carbon emissions in different regions [17]. Large volume and fast growth of China’s energy
consumption, and the high dependence on imports will not improve in the near future. By 2030,
China’s energy demand will be at least double that of 2005, half of which comes from coal, and the
shares of oil and natural gas will reach 80% and 42%, respectively [18]. Furthermore, in 2015 China
overtook the USA as the biggest importer of crude oil. Based on the need for low-carbon development,
China’s provinces must understand their future carbon emission trends and their peak carbon emission
situation, to formulate and implement policy for low-carbon development in the future.

To respond the concern of the international community about whether China would contribute
to global climate change goals and share the burden of obligation, a joint USA-China Statement on
Climate Change was signed in 2014. In the statement, China anticipated that carbon dioxide emissions
would peak in approximately 2030. Furthermore, China committed itself to realizing this target as soon
as possible, increasing the proportion of non-fossil energy in primary energy consumption to around
20% in 2030 and reducing the unit GDP carbon by 60–65% than that in 2005 [1]. These targets represent
China’s debut carbon emission peak commitments. In the Paris Climate Change Conference of 2015,
China reaffirmed these series of targets [19], and the low-carbon commitments not only represent
China’s positive efforts towards energy system optimization but also become substantive constraints
for the future development of energy and industry [20].

Achieving the carbon emission peak is an inevitable problem in responding to climate change
and sustainable development. This goal is not only an external requirement imposed by the current
international negotiations on climate change, but also an inherent requirement of environmental
and national transformation and development facing China. Through the carbon emission peak,
the upper limit of carbon emissions due to Chinese industrialization and urbanization has been
quantified; thus, high energy consumption and high emissions must be limited to a controllable and
stable range. The steps to achieve the carbon emission peak represent an important development
process in which important considerations must be addressed. These considerations include how
to achieve a low-carbon transition smoothly, realize the peaking target without sacrificing social
and economic development excessively, and balance economic development and environmental
sustainability. All these become the primary prerequisites for China to achieve its carbon emission
peak target [21].

In addition to carbon emission peak, the Chinese government also intends to create a growth point
in the new normal economic development and explore a novel developmental path different from the
traditional models of industrialization and urbanization in developed countries. However, since 1980,
China’s carbon emissions have exhibited an overall upward trend. Thus, achieving the emission peak
as early as possible requires overcoming enormous challenges, such as coordinating economy, energy,
and technology. Other inherent problems, such as the imbalance of regional development and serious
differences between urban and rural areas, also must be addressed. Therefore, whether and how
China can achieve the peak of carbon emissions has become an intense topic in recent years. However,
to our knowledge, previous studies cannot provide more detailed and explicit information about
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the characteristics of peak carbon emissions in China. Through the systematic review of the existing
literature, we investigate the peak carbon emissions in China from the perspectives of three economic
regions and some key industries, thereby obtaining an in-depth understanding of the trend and status
of peak carbon emissions in China. In addition, relational influence factors and recommendations are
also taken into consideration. This paper contributes to the literature by filling the above-mentioned
research gaps.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the status of the carbon
emission peak in China from the perspective of regional and institutionalization. Section 3 discusses
five influential driving factors of the carbon emission peak in China. Section 4 presents enlightenment
and recommendations for achieving carbon emission peak in China. Section 5 concludes this study.

2. Status Analysis of the Carbon Emission Peak in China

2.1. Status of Carbon Emissions and Forecasts of Peak Carbon Emissions in China

The global economic growth rate was 3.1% in 2016 [22], while carbon emissions have not changed
for three consecutive years since 2014 according to the International Energy Agency. It means the
current growth in emissions can be considered almost negligible when compared to the 1.9% annual
growth rate in carbon emissions from 1990 to 2012 [23]. Although China accounts for 30% of the
total global carbon emissions and in the meantime China’s GDP growth rate has reached 6.7%,
carbon emissions have decreased by 1%. These suggest that with the upgrading of technology and the
optimization of China’s energy mix, it is possible to limit the continuous growth of carbon emissions
without sacrificing economic benefits. With the popularization of low-carbon consciousness and the
improvement of technology, China has adjusted to a more sustainable development pattern than before.

China’s energy mix and energy efficiency have been significantly improved [24]. In 2016, the total
annual energy consumption was 43.6 metric tons (Mt) of coal equivalent (an increase of 1.4% over the
previous year). Furthermore, the total energy production has decreased by approximately 5.1% annually.
Oil and natural gas consumption have increased by 5.5% and 8%, respectively; electricity consumption
has increased by 5% and the installed electrical power capacity has reached 1.65 billion kW. The installed
electric power infrastructure has become increasingly clean. Non-fossil energy power generation
installed capacity accounts for 36.1% of the total volume, an increase of 2% compared with the previous
year. More importantly, as the main source of carbon emissions, coal consumption has decreased by
4.7% and its proportion in total energy consumption has decreased to 62%. Hydropower, wind power,
nuclear power, natural gas, and other clean energy sources now account for 19.7% of total energy
consumption, an increase of 1.7% compared to the previous year.

However, challenges in the carbon emission mitigation process must be acknowledged. Because
the historical base of Chinese carbon emissions is large, emissions are still in a slow growth trend.
In addition, the coal-based energy consumption pattern will not experience a complete turnaround in
the short term. On the one hand, China needs to control the annual growth rate of carbon emissions
to no more than 1% to achieve the peaking target [6]. On the other hand, China is still in the stage
of industrialization and urbanization, and large-scale infrastructure construction means that the
construction and transportation sectors are gradually but consistently replacing the industrial sector
as the major energy consumers. In addition to the above three high energy consumption sectors,
the emerging service industry and residents living as part of domestic activities should also be attached
great importance to mitigate carbon emissions [25].

The Chinese government is making use of policy support and strengthening technology promotion
and other means to reduce carbon emissions. What should be mentioned is that China has changed
its policy on importing foreign waste and improved the recycling standards recently. Four categories
of high-polluting refuse are banned from entering China, including waste plastics, unsorted waste
paper, waste textile raw materials and vanadium slag. Although the recyclables can be used as cheap
raw materials for industrial production, a big share of foreign waste are unrecyclable and harmful for
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human health, and finally they will be burnt, buried, and discarded randomly, thereby leading to water
and soil pollution. In addition, there exist lots of illegal smuggling of hazardous waste. As we all know,
China is one of the most populous countries in the world, and mountains of newly-generated waste
domestically has put much pressure on environment. As China’s economy enters the new normal,
economic development and environmental protection are of equal significance. The pursuit of GDP
growth is no longer at the cost of environment deterioration. In fact, China now is increasing its efforts
to protect ecological environment by domestic recyclables recycling, such as enhancing waste sorting
and power generation by burning garbage.

The dilemma of mountainous garbage pending disposal in the USA, the UK and Canada results
from the fact that there is large amount of newly-generated garbage, high recycling standards,
high processing cost, and little waste disposal plant. For example, the EU recycling market is flooded
with low-quality waste plastics not meeting the EU recycling standards, most of which were still sold
to China before. Thus, the current dilemma should not be entirely paid by China at the cost of domestic
environment. Maybe China’s policy on foreign waste will result in an increase in global carbon
emissions in a short time. However, with no regard for the global environment, developed countries
should not produce substantial waste and ask other countries to pay the price. Rather, all developed
and developing countries should make efforts to advocate low-carbon consumption and reduce waste
generation, such as reducing the use of non-degradable plastic products. Furthermore, it is necessary
for developed countries to improve the sorting technology and reduce the proportion of non-recyclable
pollutants, thereby decreasing the embedded carbon emissions towards China; specifically, Sweden and
Switzerland have good performances on refuse disposal.

Although the increased urbanization rate and rapid economic growth have resulted in a decrease
in CO2 emissions per unit GDP, the level of per capita CO2 emissions is still increasing (see Figure 1),
which indicates carbon emission mitigation is a long and arduous task [21]. It should be noted
that carbon emission efficiency in China has increased during 1990–2012. This is because China’s
carbon emission efficiency improvement is largely due to the structural improvement of approaching
the efficiency frontier, such as upgrading industrial structure, rather than technology progress [26].
However, the marginal cost increases as the efficiency frontier approaches. Therefore, additional
increase in efficiency will be increasingly difficult to attain owing to gains already realized.

Table 1 specifies that the predicted time span for reaching the carbon emission peak in China is
mostly from 2020 to 2040 according to different scenarios in different studies, and the period between
2030 and 2040 is mostly recognized. Wang et al. [16] analyze the emission peak of the industrial
sub-sectors in China separately and state that low energy consumption sectors have a high possibility
of achieving the emission peak target between 2020 and 2030. Niu et al. [27] evaluate 13 combinations
of assumptions about GDP, energy intensity and multiple emission intensity modes, and find that the
most achievable and feasible combination results in carbon emission peak in 2034. Mi et al. [28] suggest
that if the carbon emission peak in 2026, approximately 21.64 Gt of CO2 must be reduced during
2015–2035. Because researchers adopt various standards to measure GDP, the comparability among
studies is relatively low. However, considering predictions by He [12] and Mi et al. [28], the emission
peak year would occur in the period 2025–2030 at an annual average GDP growth rate not exceeding
approximately 5%. Energy consumption estimated by He [12] and Bi [29] is approximately 1000 Mt
of coal equivalent. Furthermore, Chai and Xu [14] and Bi [29] predict that the China’s population in
the emission peak year will be approximately 1.4 billion. Chai and Xu [14] also forecast that because
carbon emissions will increase faster than population in the future, China’s total and per capita carbon
emissions may peak in the same period, which is different from traditional industrialized countries.
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Table 1. Scenario analysis of peak carbon emissions.

Authors Peak Year GDP Carbon Emissions Carbon Emission Intensity Energy Consumption Energy Intensity Population

(Compared to 2005 level, under BAU) (100 Million)

Chai and Xu [14] 2020 379.4% 13.9
2030 620.3% 13.9
2040 876.8% 13.6

(Annual growth rate) (Gt) (Annual decreasing rate) (Mtce) (Annual decreasing rate)

He [12] 2020 7.0% 10.6 4.7% 5250 3.4%
2030 5.0% 11.7 4.2% 6420 3.2%

(Billion CNY at 2005 constant prices) (Gt) kg/CNY

Li et al. [30] 2020 670, 665.67 10.9 0.16

(Gt) Change in peak year (t/CNY)

Liu et al. [31] 2025 9.7 0.56
2030 10.6 0.51
2040 11.9 0.41

(Annual growth rate) (Gt)

Mi et al. [28] 2026 ≥5% from 2015 to 2035 11.2

(Per capita in 2050, USD) (Gt) (Peaking period)

Qu and Guo [32] 2035 30,000 11.5 2030s
2038 48,000 9.2 2040s
2042 18,000 11.6 2020s

(Industrial sector under BAU, Gt) (Mt/BY)

Wang et al. [16] 2020 9.1 0.29
2030 17.0 0.19

(Trillions of dollars) (Trillion units) (Kg oil equivalent/USD)

Niu et al. [27] 2025 10.2 2.8 0.32
2028 11.8 2.9 0.28
2029 12.3 3.3 0.32
2034 18.4 3.54 0.25

(Gt) (Mtce) (100 Million)

Bi [29] 2020 8.3 4260 14.44
2030 9.4 5038 14.65

Note: BAU represents Business as usual; CNY represents China Yuan; BY represents Billion Yuan; All units are same to those in the referenced papers.
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2.2. Regional Analysis of Peak Carbon Emissions in China

Because of the vast territory, provinces in China have different natural conditions and resource
endowments, which result in diverse industrial structures and energy structures. When the developed
provinces reach the carbon emission peak, the less-developed areas may reach the peak a few years
later. For example, Du et al. [33] point out that peak carbon emissions have been achieved only in
Beijing and Shanghai at present; therefore, distributing peak carbon emission targets equally to each
province is not rational. Instead, to achieve peak carbon emission targets based on overall fairness
and recognize regional differences, most scholars believe emission targets should be determined on a
regional basis, and it is essential to divide China into the Eastern region, Central region, and Western
region to study specific problems according to the geographical orientations. China’s regional carbon
emissions present obvious spatial agglomerations [34]. Some studies suggest that the Eastern region
ranks the first in per capita and total carbon emissions, and that the emissions in the Central and
Western regions are much lower [35]. Li et al. [36] find that the causes of carbon emissions are
complicated across different regions, which include several driving factors and varying potentials of
carbon intensity. Thus, Shimada et al. [37] conclude that it is important to integrate local characteristics
into a national scenario so that the national peak carbon emission target can be allocated to different
regions effectively.

2.2.1. Peak Carbon Emissions in the Eastern Region

Among the three regions in China, the Eastern region dominates national economic development
and has almost reached the post-industrial stage. After a long period of industrialization in this region,
the total carbon emissions and per capita carbon emissions are the highest among the three economic
regions [17], and the rate of increase in carbon emissions is the fastest. However, with the upgrading
of industrial structure, the focus of development will gradually transit to the tertiary industry that
relies less on fossil fuels, so the growth rate of emissions may be reduced in the near future [38].
Affected by the large proportion of capital- and technology-intensive industries, carbon intensity and
energy intensity in the Eastern region are significantly lower than those in the Central and Western
regions. It specifies that economy and environment in the Eastern region have a good coordinated
developmental relationship, which has become the benchmark for carbon mitigation in China [39].

For the two most economically important cities in China, Beijing, and Shanghai, where urbanizations
are relatively higher than other cities, Liu et al. [40] suggest that both cities have a decreasing fraction of
emissions from energy-related industrial sources, accompanied with rising emission contributions from
household electricity usage and the transportation sector. The total amount of peak CO2 emissions in
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Beijing could reach 165 million Mt in 2019 [41]. In addition, energy intensity is the strongest factor
affecting the ability of Tianjin (Which also is an important Municipality in the Eastern region) to
achieve carbon emission peak, and energy efficiency is the main way to control carbon emissions [42].
Luan [43] evaluates the reasons for increased carbon emissions in Shandong province and finds that the
main factors are increases in population, per capita GDP and coal and oil consumption; furthermore,
the consecutive decrease of energy intensity has a strong negative effect on carbon emissions. Furthermore,
Shandong province is predicted to reach the carbon emission peak in 2024 under an energy-saving scenario.
Gao et al. [39] estimate that in Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Guangdong provinces, economic development is the
leading factor that increases carbon emissions, and energy efficiency is the dominant factor contributing
to controlling carbon emissions.

Overall, for the Eastern region, economic growth is the main reason for increasing carbon
emissions, while energy intensity reduction is the main reason for decreasing carbon emissions.
The predicted period for reaching peak carbon emissions is 2020–2025.

2.2.2. Peak Carbon Emissions in the Central Region

The Central region is located between the Eastern and Western regions. On the one hand,
because of its adjacency to the eastern provinces, the economy of the Central region is driven by the
economic radiation from the Eastern region. On the other hand, the Central region has abundant energy
resources with 80% of China’s coal reserves and serves as the energy supplier for the Eastern region.
Moreover, the Central region accounts for a significant proportion of global production-based and
consumption-based carbon emissions [44]. Affected by the above two aspects, the carbon emissions
and carbon intensity in the Central region rank the second among the three regions, but the decline
rates of carbon emissions and carbon intensity rank first among three regions. The Central region
constitutes 35% of China’s viable carbon emission mitigation [17] and has the highest convergence
speed (µ = 0.0561) of carbon emissions [45]. It indicates that the Central region has good potential to
balance economic development and carbon emission reduction.

Taking Jilin province as an example, Ma [46] concludes that the driving factors of carbon emissions
in Jilin are population size, economic development, industrial structure, energy intensity and energy
mix. Energy intensity is the most important factor for reducing carbon emissions. A low-carbon
scenariois expected to coordinate economic development and carbon emissions reduction in Jilin
province simultaneously, and under this scenario the carbon emission peak is predicted to occur in
2030. Wang et al. [47] state that population and urbanization only affects the peak value of carbon
emissions; however, per capita GDP, carbon emission intensity and the proportion of the second
industry influence both the time and magnitude of the peak. Moreover, they describe the present
development path in Jilin as an “Energy saving-Low carbon scenario”, and it will transit to a low-carbon
scenario gradually by developing low-carbon strategies. The prediction for Jilin province to achieve
peak carbon emissions under the “Energy saving-Low carbon scenario” is 2029, while the peak year is
2036 under the low-carbon scenario.

For the populous province of Henan, Liu et al. [48] find that economic activity is a dominant
factor of carbon emissions growth, and the emission reduction is due to both structural adjustment
and energy intensity. Zhao et al. [44] suggest that the year of peak carbon emissions in Henan will be
2025 under a low-carbon scenario considering carbon compensation and absorption.

Therefore, population size, economic development, industrial structure, urbanization, and energy
intensity all have some effects on carbon emissions in the Central region, and the predicted interval for
realizing peak carbon emissions is approximately 5 years later than that in the Eastern region.

2.2.3. Peak Carbon Emissions in the Western Region

The Western region is a relatively less-developed area among the three regions. With vast territory
and abundant resources, diverse climate and complex topography make the natural conditions
relatively harsh. Its levels of economic and technology development are much lower compared
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with the Central and Eastern regions, which results in that the Western region emits surplus CO2

resulting from production inefficiency [17]. As a partial consequence, the total carbon emissions and
per capita carbon emissions in the Western region are the least in the three regions. Nevertheless,
because this region is limited by the levels of economic conditions and technology, the emission growth
rate is relatively high [34,38]. Xu et al. [49] find that in the Western region, especially the Northwest,
the energy mix and energy intensity have slight effects on emission mitigation because of the region’s
stronger dependence on fossil fuels. Thus, although the cardinal number of carbon emissions in
the western region is relatively small, the less-developed economy and technology as well as higher
energy dependency cause the outlook for realization of peak carbon emissions in the Western region is
not optimistic.

Guo [50] concludes that the level of economic development, energy mix, population, industrial
structure, low-carbon policy, and level of technology are the main factors affecting carbon emissions
in Gansu province, which is a typical case of western region. According to the current development
situation in Gansu, analysis of various scenarios indicates that the scenario involving moderate
assumptions of emission growth is more in line with low-carbon development objectives in the future.
The value of peak carbon emissions is predicted as 251 million Mt in 2030. Deng et al. [51] suggest that
technology and wealth are two necessary factors to reach the carbon emission peak in five Northwest
provinces. If the decline rate of carbon intensity is faster than the growth rate of economic and social
development, the carbon emissions will peak earlier. Under the low-carbon scenario, the carbon
emission peak will appear in five Northwest provinces in 2025. Feng and Wang [52] consider that for
Shaanxi province, industry is the main sector producing carbon emissions, accounting for 93.6% of the
total emissions. For Shaanxi province, the outflow expansion effect, investment expansion effect and
input-output coefficient change effect are the main factors that increase carbon emissions; conversely,
the inflow substitution effect and energy consumption intensity change effect are the main factors that
reduce carbon emissions, and its peak carbon emissions (448 million Mt) under a low-carbon scenario
will be achieved in 2030. By using a benchmark model, Liang et al. [53] find that population, GDP,
urbanization, industrial structure, and energy mix will be the important driving forces for carbon
emissions growth in Chongqing city. The year of peak carbon emissions in Chongqing is predicted to
be 2025, with the value of 305.4–338.6 million Mt.

Briefly, economic development, energy mix and industrial structure play major roles in influencing
carbon emissions in the Western region, and the predicted date for reaching peak carbon emissions is
similar to the peaking interval in the Central region.

By using Three-hierarchy meta-frontier DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis), Feng et al. [54]
decompose carbon emission efficiency for different industries, and then calculate carbon reduction
potential from the perspectives of management, technology, and structure. Figure 2 shows that due to
the relatively high-level technology, the Eastern region has the highest carbon emission efficiency in the
primary and tertiary industries; by contrast, low-carbon emission efficiency in the Central and Western
regions is mostly caused by technical inefficiency. The big differences in emission efficiency between
the secondary industry and other industries indicate poor performance in structural efficiency, which is
most notable in the Eastern and Central regions. Furthermore, Figure 3 specifies that these potentials
are obviously unbalanced in the three regions. Technical potential is the most necessary part of carbon
emission reduction in the Mainland China, Western and Central regions. Nevertheless, in the Eastern
region, the management potential dominates carbon reduction potential, and structural potential does
not have advantage either in regions or in the whole Country. In addition, the potential for reaching
carbon emission peak through economic efficiency may be greater in the Western region [49].
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2.3. Industry Analysis of Peak Carbon Emissions in China

As an indispensable aspect of industrial production and daily life, the industrial sector plays a
significant role in the final realization of the carbon emission peak target [55]. Emission mitigation
will have different levels of negative impact on all industries in China. Liu et al. [31] find
high-energy-consuming industries and energy-intensive industries will suffer the most, while such
low-emission industries as agriculture, food, trade, and services will suffer less. Because the energy
industries account for the largest share of fossil energy consumption, they are considered to be
high carbon-emission industries. Due to the upstream and downstream industry linkage effect,
some non-energy industries are also affected by performance of the energy industries. Against the
background of carbon emission reduction, overall investment will decline, which will lead to a decrease
in construction demand and induce a series of industry diffusion effects. For example, as producers of
raw materials for construction, the steel and cement industries would greatly suffer the negative impact
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of a construction slow-down. As the imposition of a carbon tax and other reduction measures directly
increase the usage cost of input production energy in non-energy sectors, low-emission industries such
as agriculture, food, trade, and services would experience rising production costs that result in falling
output and rising prices. However, because the outputs of such industries are the necessities of life
and are relatively less affected by direct demand, the output change of these industries is relatively
weak (See Figure 4). According to Wang and Feng [56], the secondary industry sector should play a
dominant role in CO2 emission mitigation in China. Their studies specify that reaching peak carbon
emissions is conducive to adjusting and optimizing the industrial structure.
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2.3.1. Carbon Emissions in the Iron and Steel Industry

The iron and steel industry produce the third largest amount of carbon emissions in China,
behind that of the power industry and petrochemical industry [57]. Xu and Lin [58] indicate that the
main factors affecting carbon emissions in the iron and steel industry are the levels of industrialization,
energy efficiency, urbanization, and energy mix. Industrialization dominates carbon emissions in the
iron and steel industry, and its effect on carbon emissions gradually decrease spatially from the Eastern
region to the Western region partly due to the impact of urbanization on carbon emissions, which is
mainly led by the rapid growth of private car ownership and real estate requiring large amounts iron
and steel [59]. In addition, because of the huge differences in regional research and development
(R&D) investment, the impact of energy efficiency on carbon emissions in the Eastern region is more
significant than that in the Central and Western regions. The potential for upgrading the energy mix in
the iron and steel industry will increase with the increasing R&D investment in energy conservation
technology and the expanding use of clean energy.

2.3.2. Carbon Emissions in the Power Industry

The Chinese State Information Center points out that to achieve a carbon emission peak in
2030, emissions need to be reduced by 17 billion Mt under existing policy, in addition, the principal
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technology reduction potential would come from the development of renewable energy, nuclear power
and natural gas power generation in the power generation industry. These changes will contribute
8.4 billion Mt to the emission-reduction capacity, accounting for half of all reductions. Therefore,
the power industry has become the key sector designated to reach the carbon emission peak in advance
of other sectors. However, the reduction potential of fuel replacement in the electricity industry is
only 2.6 billion Mt, so the remaining 5.8 billion Mt of reduction needs to be achieved by developing
renewable energy technology [60].

Wang et al. [61] find that the low-carbon trend of electric power industry would play an important
role in achieving peak carbon emissions in China, and it is predicted that electric power carbon
emissions in 2030 will reduce by 0.2 Gt due to a decline in the share of coal-fired power generation
from 66% in 2020 to 56% in 2030 with the increase in gas and other non-fossil fuels such as hydro,
wind and solar. Therefore, China should reform the coal price mechanism and introduce more
natural gas supply sources, so that the power industry will use natural gas as an alternative to coal
more broadly [61,62]. Go a step further, Yang and Lin [62] conclude that economic activities and
power consumption intensity are the main driving forces of emission growth in the power industry;
the improvement of energy efficiency is the main reason for reducing carbon intensity and is the
greatest contributor to carbon emission reduction in the electric power industry. Cheng and Xing [63]
quantify the inherent requirements and impact of energy power development on reaching the target of
peak CO2 emissions in 2030, besides controlling total energy consumption, they also conclude that
it is of great importance to develop clean power generation to reach the peak as early as possible
and reduce the peak value. The increasing proportion of clean power used by new power generation
equipment will make electric power has a more prominent “carbon advantage” compared with other
energy. In reality, power generation through wind and solar power depends largely on meteorological
conditions, which is not the case with hydro and nuclear power.

Considering different peak carbon emission scenarios, Zhang and Zhang [64] analyze the different
changes that will occur in the power industry. Under the medium-speed scenario, carbon emissions in
China will not reach a peak for a long period, but the power industry still faces fast structural
adjustment. Under this scenario, peak of coal-fired power generation will reach in 2025–2030,
after that non-fossil energy power generation will begin to gradually scale up and become the key
power generating energy source on a large scale (See Figure 5). Under the high-speed scenario,
carbon emissions in China will peak during 2020–2025, coal-fired power generation capacity will peak
around 2020, and non-fossil energy will develop more intensively and make a massive substitution for
coal in power generation. Meanwhile, since China’s economic development has entered a new normal
phase, its economic structure has successfully turned to lower energy-consuming industries, and the
growth rate of electricity demand will continue to decrease. Because of the dual pressures of supply
and demand, coal-fired power generation capacity will continuously decrease after peaking.
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2.3.3. Carbon Emissions in the Cement Industry

According to the Report Research Center, coal consumption accounts for 53.47% of industry’s
energy consumption in 2016, which indicates coal consumption is the most significant contributor to
carbon emissions of industry and will remain so in the long term. Specifically, the cement industry is
the third largest coal-consumption unit in China, ranking after the power, iron and steel industries [65].
Thus, it is urgent to optimize the energy mix in the cement industry. As a significant emission
source [35], the cement industry is faced with enormous pressure to mitigate carbon emissions.

Limestone decomposition and coal combustion are the main sources of carbon emissions in the
cement production process. According to China’s cement energy consumption level, it can be estimated
that producing each Mt of cement would emit 0.7–0.8 Mt CO2 [66]. To better investigate China’s cement
industry conditions, Lin and Zhang [67] modify the Kaya identity analysis. Through the Kaya model
the factors affecting the industry’s carbon emissions are summarized as energy mix, energy intensity,
labor productivity and industrial scale. Among these, labor productivity is the main driving force that
increases carbon emissions, and the decrease in energy intensity is the main reason for carbon emission
mitigation. Large-scale infrastructure construction requires a large amount of cement, but the carbon
emissions associated with this demand cannot be completely mitigated by technological advances
such as energy recovery. Therefore, carbon emissions in the cement industry will continue to grow in
the next few years; accordingly, energy shortages, environmental degradation, carbon emissions and
other challenges will be inevitable. Gao et al. [68] state that the share of emissions generated by fuel
burning is reduced lightly and the increase rate of the percentage of process emissions becomes stable
for cement industry. They also predict that emission amount will be reduced to 856.62–957.91 Mt in
2020 and find that energy efficiency will be primary factor affecting emission mitigation.

2.3.4. Carbon Emissions in Other Industries

China is a big agricultural country, and agricultural sector’s carbon emissions account for 17% of
total national emissions. Gao and Song [69] find a spatial correlation exists in the distribution of carbon
emissions from agriculture sector in China, which can further verify the agricultural carbon emission
performance of a certain province is related or convergent with the efficiency value of the neighboring
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provinces; nevertheless, since 2000 the degree of correlation has become weaker [70]. Bao [71] states
that a positive spatial correlation effect of agricultural carbon emissions is significant at the national
scale, as well as in the Eastern and Central regions, while the correlation effect in the Western region is
non-significant. The growth of the agricultural economy and the expansion of the agricultural labor
force promote the overall agricultural carbon emissions levels, while decrease in the amount of arable
land, improvements in agricultural technology and production efficiency help to reduce agricultural
carbon emissions. Xu and Lin [72] find that because of the disparities of agricultural fixed asset
investment and crop exports, the impact of economic development on carbon emissions in the Central
region is more powerful than that in Eastern and Western regions. Therefore, policy makers should
fully consider the spatial non-stationary when designing emission-reduction policies, thus promoting
the balanced development of low-carbon agriculture among 3 regions; farmers should reduce the
consumption of harmful inputs such as chemical fertilizers and pesticides, in addition, it is necessary
to adopt a three-dimensional breeding mode such as biogas tanks to reduce dependence on fossil
fuels [69,72].

Tourism sector makes up 2.71% of the total carbon emissions of all industries in China,
which indicates tourism sector plays an important role in reducing CO2 emissions in China. Zhang [73]
emphasizes some influencing factors of carbon emissions from the tourism sector, such as tourism
carbon intensity, low-carbon transportation, education about a low-carbon environment, carbon sink
density and sewage treatment. Tao [74] analyzes the driving forces more specifically, and points out that
the total carbon emissions of domestic tourists are notably higher than those of international tourists,
but per capita carbon emissions of the former are much lower than those of the latter. The number
of tourists and their consumption levels are the main drivers of total carbon emissions, while the
decreasing energy intensity and optimizing energy mix in the sector have certain negative effects
on carbon emissions. Airline travel and self-driving are the two main sources of carbon emissions
from tourist traffic. Furthermore, luxury-style hotels have become the dominant carbon emitters for
tourist accommodation. Compared with sightseeing, leisure travel produces higher per capita carbon
emissions; therefore, there is greater emission-reduction responsibility in leisure travel.

Although the food industry is not an emission intensive industry on the surface, it still accounts
for 2.84% of China’s total industrial energy consumption [75], therefore, it also contributes much to the
increase in industrial carbon emissions. Lin and Lei [76] conclude that energy intensity is the most
important factor decreasing carbon emissions in the food industry, while industrial activity is the
most important factor increasing carbon emissions. Industrial scale usually contributes to the increase
in emissions. However, both carbon intensity and energy mix have volatile effects on emissions in
different time intervals. Similarly, Lin and Xie [75] state that although the food industry is not a carbon
emission-intensive industry, its large scale cannot be underestimated for emission reductions in the
industry. However, they recognize carbon emissions in the food industry are mainly affected by total
output and energy intensity, and the latter’s impact is more remarkable. Urban residents consume
more processed food products than rural residents, which means the terminal consumption of urban
residents accounts for a greater proportion of carbon emissions in the food industry. Furthermore,
the impacts of import substitution and export expansion on carbon emissions of food industry are
relatively weak.

3. Analysis of Factors Influencing Carbon Emissions

To explore how China can achieve the carbon emission peak on schedule, it is essential to
comprehensively analyze the main factors that cause increased emissions. Understanding these
factors can help break emission-reduction bottlenecks and lead to targeted actions to realize the
carbon emission peak sooner. Based on the status of regional and industrial carbon emissions,
many studies attribute the growth of China’s carbon emissions to five main causes: economic
development, urbanization, energy-related issues, foreign direct investment (FDI) and technology,
and transportation.
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3.1. Economic Development

Historically, economic development and structural features are tied closely with carbon
emissions [77,78]. Economy cannot develop without energy, and the burning of fossil-based energy
sources is one of the leading causes of carbon emissions. China’s economy is likely to continue to grow
and develop, resulting in increased carbon dioxide emissions. Thus, among the five influencing factors
economic growth is the most significant reason for increased carbon emissions. China contributes
significantly to global carbon emissions, moreover, its emissions are still rapidly increasing because the
impact of economic development on emissions growth is greater than that of technological progress and
industrial structure changes on emission reduction. Thus, research on how the economic development
influences carbon emissions has become a topical issue [15,16,27,28].

Through evaluating the relationship between emission mitigation and economic growth,
Mi et al. [28] find that the earlier China’s CO2 emission peak, the smaller the country’s GDP loss will
be. According to their projection, China’s annual average GDP growth rate will exceed 5% over the
next 20 years, and the carbon emission peak may occur by 2026. Taking 2026 as the peaking target year,
China’s cumulative GDP must decrease by 16.45% and this reduction will lead to a corresponding
decrease in added value in most sectors. However, several sectors will benefit from an earlier carbon
emission peak, such as the machinery and education sectors. If national GDP surpasses the current
growth rate (at 7.6% in the base year of 2013) and reaches a higher level, the annual total emission index
will not peak by the end of 2035. If the GDP growth rate remains relatively slow (decelerating from
7.6% at an annual rate of 0.1%), the total carbon emissions will peak sooner, but the living standards
of residents will hardly improve; only when GDP is at a medium growth rate (decelerating from
7.6% at an annual rate of 0.05%) can economic development and environmental protection both be
taken into account [27]. The increase in energy consumption is the inevitable cost of rapid economic
growth [79,80], which will consequently lead to substantial carbon emissions. Liu et al. [31] recognize
various situations of carbon emissions under different GDP growth rate scenarios (i.e., 7%, 8%, 9%
and 10%) through an “Economy-Energy-Carbon Emission” model. The results indicate a higher
economic growth rate will lead to greater energy consumption and more total CO2 emissions. With the
GDP growing, the use of either traditional or renewable energy resources would rise. Furthermore,
the carbon emission intensity will decrease with an increase in the economic growth rate.

Although an earlier peaking time for carbon emissions results in better control of emission
amounts, the huge opportunity cost of reaching an earlier peak cannot be ignored [81]. If the emission
peak occurs prior to 2030, the loss in average annual GDP will be significant and the impact on GDP
will not become positive until several years after the peaking year. The emission peaking time is
determined by composite costs, specifically either China’s economic development or global social
welfare will be affected by China’s emission peaking target.

From the perspectives of industries, Wang et al. [82] infer that increases in carbon emissions in
some regions are driven by the development of the rural economy, especially the rise of tourism and
its related industries. By contrast, according to the view of Mi et al. [28], China’s economic growth has
been based mostly on the developments of heavy industry and manufacturing, whose energy intensity
is 14 times greater than that of the tertiary industrial activities. Therefore, carbon emissions can be
limited effectively by increasing the proportion of the tertiary industry in the economy. As the world’s
largest exporting country, China’s net exports of embodied carbon emissions are much greater than
those of other countries. Qi et al. [83] suggest that large exports of embodied CO2 emissions in China
have vitiated the domestic environment. Furthermore, outputs from the machinery and equipment
industry have comprised large portions of China’s export-embodied CO2 rather than products from
energy-intensive industries, such as iron and steel industries. Provided that the exported production
is increased to a more advanced economic level, about 90% of China’s reduction in emissions would
be counteracted. Thus, Wang et al. [84] recognize that optimizing the country’s industrial structure
and developing the emerging low-carbon industry may become more powerful ways to lower CO2
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emissions for China’s major cities compared to the scenario where reducing carbon emissions at the
expense of economic growth.

From a regional perspective, Zhou et al. [13] find that a faint decoupling nexus between carbon
emissions from industrial energy use and economic growth exist in most regions of China during
most periods. Chen and Yang [85] state the economic effect has the most powerful positive influence
on carbon emissions, which is more forceful in less-developed provinces (especially those featuring
heavy industry) than in developed regions (See Figure 6). Wang et al. [15] also consider economic
development to be the largest driver of increased carbon emissions, moreover, they indicate the Central
and Western regions have a faster economic growth rate than the Eastern region, resulting in a higher
carbon dioxide emissions growth rate. Due to a wide income gap between urban citizens and rural
residents, Zhang and Tan [86] hold that this gap leads to large difference in consumption behavior;
thus, the effect of income disparity on carbon emissions exhibits rural-urban discrepancies.
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3.2. Urbanization

The effect of urbanization on carbon emissions is a dual mechanism that affects carbon emissions
oppositely. Most countries have experienced the process of urbanization before carbon emission
peak, and the urbanization rate has exceeded 70%. According to National Bureau of Statistics of
China, household energy consumption accounts for 12.8% of total final energy consumption in 2016,
and the household sector has become the second largest energy consumer sector just after industry [87],
which has led to great challenges for setting reduction targets in energy intensity and carbon dioxide
emissions. Furthermore, more attention must be paid to research on the impact of urban lifestyle on
carbon emissions to reach the carbon emission peak faster [14,25,88–90].

For urbanization-related driving factors, Zhao et al. [90] find that population is the source of carbon
emissions. In addition, the effect of urbanization on carbon emissions, the change of urban energy
consumption patterns and the progress of technology can affect the “carbon source”, while urban
metabolism and the change of land use can affect the “carbon sink”. Yang and Feng [25] indicate
economic development is the most outstanding driver of regional carbon dioxide emissions during the
process of urbanization compared with other factors such as structure change, energy intensity and
social changes. Meanwhile, by altering the mode of energy utilization and transportation, urbanization
has significantly affected regional carbon emissions. From the regional view, Liu et al. [89] and
Zhao et al. [90] find that urbanization level plays a more significant role on carbon emissions in
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high-emission cities. An 1% increase in industrialization level would lead to an 1.3% increase
in carbon emissions in the high-emission cities, which is larger than the increment of 0.7% in the
low-emission cities. Yang and Feng [25] find that significant regional differences exist in influencing
mechanisms of urbanization on regional CO2 emissions, because the factors that affect social and
economic development trends vary across different provinces (see Figure 7).
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The great disparities between urban and rural areas result in differences between lifestyle and
related CO2 emissions in China, and residential energy-related CO2 emissions. Zha et al. [91] find that
energy intensity and income contribute the most to the variations in residential CO2 emissions for
urban and rural areas in China. For urban areas, the population effect is the main factor that increases
residential CO2 emissions and the effect shows the trend of increase. However, in rural China, this effect
has steadily decreased since 1998. As residential energy consumption can be divided into direct and
indirect parts, Zhang and Tan [86] indicate that different lifestyles affect associated carbon emissions
through both direct energy consumption and indirect energy consumption embedded in services
and the production, consumption, and disposal of goods such as clothes, food, housing, and travel.
Wang and Yang [92] investigate the indirect carbon emissions from household consumption in urban
and rural areas. The results indicate that the Engel coefficient made the outstanding contribution to
the Energy Ecological Footprint (EEF) in both urban and rural households. Furthermore, the EEF
of indirect energy use for urban residents is increasing while it is decreasing for rural residents.
Urbanization level and per capita income are positively influencing carbon emissions in urban areas
but have negative effects in rural areas. The Engel coefficient and energy intensity have negative effects
on carbon emissions in urban areas, but positive effects in rural areas. Only the proportion of the
tertiary industry can boost EEF in both rural and urban areas.In fact, residential consumption structure
(denoted by Engel coefficient) is an important factor influencing the indirect energy demand-related
carbon emissions of both urban and rural residents. In addition, the Engel Coefficient is a good
indicator to represent residents’ living habits, which has a significant effect on carbon emissions [93].
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3.3. Energy-Related Issues

China’s energy intensity is much higher than that in advanced economies, and the state of energy
utilization technology lags behind developed countries by nearly 20 years. The present situation shows
the great challenge of controlling China’s carbon emissions, which in turn indicates that there is great
potential for mitigating these emissions.

Based on the Dynamic GTAP-E Model, Liu et al. [31] examine 4 different peaking scenarios and
reveal that although the proportions of different energy sources in the energy mix vary, there is an
obvious trend that oil, natural gas, and non-fossil energy will become increasingly important over time
(see Figure 8). Though China rely largely on technological progress to reduce carbon emissions in the
next several decades, energy mix will play an increasingly important role in this process. To promote
energy system transformation, favorable conditions must be created to make the impacts of technology
and energy mix on carbon emission reduction gradually oversteps the economic impact on carbon
emission growth [27].
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Wang and Zou [81] find that in the next 5–10 years, coal consumption and emissions from
energy-intensive sectors will reach their peaks, and energy conservation will be mainly achieved by
industrial structural changes. In the next 10–20 years, primary energy consumption and emissions will
reach their peaks. Chai and Xu [14] suggest that the earlier the peak of carbon emissions is reached,
the lower the per capita energy consumption will be, accordingly, the peak energy consumption
will be followed by the emission peak. An advanced energy mix of lower coal consumption to gain
environmental co-benefits can form synergies between energy and climate security policies.

According to He [12], China’s total energy demand will continue to increase by approximately
1.0–1.5% annually until year 2030; however, to reach the CO2 emission peak, new and renewable
energy will need to increase by 6–8% annually, accordingly, in the emissions peaking year the share
of new and renewable energy is expected to make up 20% of the total primary energy consumption.
Han et al. [94] state that coal demand is more sensitive than the demand for other energy sources; thus,
rigorous carbon emission mitigation will cause an obvious limitation on coal consumption, but the
demand for natural gas and non-fossil energy will grow substantially. Therefore, sufficient non-fossil
energy must be guaranteed to meet the increased energy demand for achieving the CO2 emission peak.

An increase in energy efficiency could lead to greater energy consumption because the marginal
cost of energy service is decreasing with the improvement of energy efficiency, thereby generating
the rebound effect of energy resource [27,95,96]. Accordingly, it is found that the decrease in
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energy intensity may result in the increase in energy consumption [97]. Fortunately, if energy mix
becomes cleaner, even higher energy intensity will not produce excessive emissions. Nevertheless,
universal access to clean energy and the implementation of emission-reduction technologies require
reliable technology and strong economic conditions to support them. Thus, the high cost of developing
and using energy-saving technology will hinder the low-carbon development process. At the same time,
the rapid increase in energy prices under a price-control mechanism is adverse to the improvements
on the residents’ living standards. Thus, the transformation of China’s energy system needs to go
through a long change process driven by continuous efforts of both government and industry.

Wang et al. [16] state that, for low energy-consumption sectors, the decrease in energy intensity is
the main driving factor to reduce carbon emissions, and the 2020 and 2030 mitigation targets can be
achieved in the base scenario; the carbon intensity of high-emission sectors will merely decrease by
14% in 2030 compared to the 2005 level, the emission mitigation effectiveness of high-emission sectors
is relatively low. Thus, it is urgent to improve energy efficiency in high energy-consumption sectors.
These projections are also supported by Wang et al. [82]. It shows that due to the high dependency of
industrial energy consumption on coal, the increase in the proportion of secondary industry will cause
an increase in CO2 emissions. Therefore, more attention is to be paid to the energy consumption of
energy-intensive industries.

From a regional view, Chen and Yang [85] indicate that although energy-related carbon emissions
diminish spatially from the Eastern region to the Western region (Figure 9), the production activity
effect and production sector intensity effect are dominant positive and negative driving factors for
carbon emissions in all provinces, respectively. More specifically, it should be noted that the percentage
of industrial energy-related carbon emissions has decreased each year in the Central region and in the
Beijing-Tianjin region, while the reverse is true in the Northern coastal regions [13]. For other regions,
the proportion of industrial energy-related carbon emissions has remained stable.
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3.4. Foreign Direct Investment and Technology

Today, with the rapid development of global economic integration, FDI, a fluid complex of
capital and technology elements, is a powerful driving force behind economic growth. As a developing
country, international investment and trade have become important parts of China’s economic activities.
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Therefore, in addition to its own economic development mode and energy consumption structure,
China’s carbon emissions will also be affected by FDI [98,99].

On the one hand, FDI will reduce the China’s carbon emissions by introducing low-carbon
industry standards and clean technology through high-tech investment. Through empirical studies,
Wang and Liu [100] find that an 1% increase in China’s importation of carbon emission technology
would reduce per capita carbon emissions by 0.07%. Perkins and Neumayer [101] indicate that
technology importation is helpful for enhancing CO2 efficiency in the imports that are tied with more
pollution-efficient countries. However, neither transnational linkages through exports nor the inward
FDI has any influence on domestic pollution-efficiency. Yao [102] concludes that there is a significant
negative correlation between FDI and carbon intensity; in which case the introduction of FDI can
effectively reduce carbon intensity in China. Because technological progress can effectively promote the
reduction of energy intensity and improve energy efficiency, the spillover of FDI will play an impressive
role in promoting the technological upgrading of a host country’s production. Zhao et al. [103] and
Li et al. [36] find that the promotion of technological innovation capability in a region will not only
has a slight positive impact on reducing its own carbon emissions, but also generally produce a
positive spatial spillover effect on its neighboring regions (see Figure 10). The technology effect on
carbon emissions diminishes spatially from the Middle-East region to the West and North-East regions,
which is roughly similar to the science and technology development level of different regions.
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On the other hand, some scholars hold that FDI also brings some low-tech investment which
will increase carbon emissions through expanding production scale, increasing energy consumption
and transferring high-carbon industry. Grimes and Kentor [104] reveal the positive impact of
FDI on carbon emissions in the host country, because foreign investment is mainly concentrated
in those energy-intensive industries; furthermore, transnational corporations may relocate highly
polluting industries to countries with few environmental regulations. Niu and Hu [98] reach a
similar conclusion and show that an 1% increase in the import level of technology leads to an
approximately 0.09% increase in per capita carbon dioxide emissions. Although FDI has a long-term
negative co-integration relationship with China’s carbon emission intensity and energy consumption
intensity, the increase in large-scale carbon dioxide emissions caused by technology introduction has
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surpassed the negative effect of optimizing energy mix and improving technology. Consequently,
FDI significantly increases China’s carbon dioxide emissions through the scale effect. From the
regional view, the reaction of carbon dioxide emissions to technology import changes can be expressed
as emission–technology elasticity coefficient, which is the highest in the Eastern region followed
by Central and Western regions. The inflow of FDI increases carbon emissions in both short-run
and long-run periods, and the short-term coefficient is higher than the long-term coefficient [105].
The high-carbon economic development model of China is the main driving factor that attracts FDI
into high carbon-emission and high energy-consumption industries. To sum up, although FDI may
bring clean and low-carbon technologies into China, the mitigation effect of FDI is offset partly by the
introduction of high-emission industries.

Lin [106] concludes that there is a long-term co-integration relationship between FDI and
carbon dioxide emissions in China. FDI from Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan causes the greatest
increase in emissions; investments from Japan, Singapore, Korea, Europe, and the USA reduce
the emissions, and FDI from Western countries contributes to higher emission mitigation. At the
regional level, FDI in the Eastern region reduces carbon dioxide emissions, and FDI in the Central
region has the opposite effect. However, in the Western region 99% of carbon emissions are not
significantly influenced by FDI. The impact of FDI in three categories of industries is diverse specifically:
for capital- and technology-intensive industries, FDI can effectively reduce the carbon emissions;
however, FDI increases emissions in resource-intensive industries, and has no obvious impact in
labor-intensive industries.

Zhou et al. [13] confirm that China’s carbon mitigation technology lags behind developed
countries, its contributions to economic growth and industry energy carbon emission decoupling are
limited. Technological progress is decomposed by Liu et al. [99] into technology introduction and
technological innovations which both have negative effects on carbon emissions and are conducive
to improving the quality of atmospheric environment. Of the two aspects, the reduction effect
of technology innovations is more obvious. There is a significant negative correlation between
R&D expenditure and carbon intensity; thus, improvement in the level of independent research
and development could accelerate China’s reduction of carbon emissions and carbon intensity [102].

3.5. Transportation

With the acceleration of industrialization and urbanization, China’s economic and social
development is becoming more inseparable from the guarantee of “complete transportation system”;
consequently, transportation has a more realistic significance for Chinese economic development and
ecological protection than previously [107].

At present, China’s level of car ownership is relatively low and the proportion of energy
consumption due to private vehicle usage lags behind that in developed countries. However, with the
continued growth of GDP and improvement of citizens’ income, the private car ownership will
continually rise. For every 1% increase in household car ownership of urban residents, indirect energy
consumption will increase by 0.2545% [108], therefore, the transportation industry will result in
greater energy consumption and carbon emissions in the future. The emergence of new energy
vehicles such as electric cars can meet people’s demand for car ownership while contributing to carbon
reduction. Electric cars have higher fuel efficiency than traditional internal combustion vehicles when
the upstream power generation technology remains unchanged, electrification can achieve a 3–36%
carbon emission reduction effect under different hypothetical scenarios. If clean power generation
technology is applied, this reduction space may be further increased [109,110]. In reality, the rapid
increase in passenger and freight traffic already has increased the demand for transportation energy,
especially the demand for fossil fuels. In the long term, China’s transport sector carbon emissions will
exhibit an upward trend. Currently, transportation is the fastest growing sector in terms of energy
demand and greenhouse gases emissions, so transportation sector will play a major role in energy
conservation and carbon reduction [90,110].
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According to the division of transportation modes into overland, waterway, railway and air,
Zhao et al. [90] find that the former two modes are the main sources of traffic carbon emissions,
accounting for nearly 95% of total carbon emissions in the transportation sector. Industrial structure
has main effect on carbon emissions from the four modes, and emission intensity has a slight effect on
emission differences among these modes. Zhang [111] suggests that transportation turnover volume and
fuel efficiency are two factors affecting carbon emissions for civil aviation, and through autoregressive
distributed lag modeling it is found that the factors influencing transportation turnover volume are
GDP per capita and population size. Compared with freightage, passenger transport is the more
influential factor of energy conservation and emission reduction in China’s transportation industry [107].
Energy mix improvement within the transportation industry will enable great potential for energy
saving and emission reduction, but the promotion of energy efficiency policies will have relatively
limited effects.

China’s traffic carbon emissions exhibit spatial variations [41,112]. In the Eastern coastal
developed areas, the amount of traffic carbon emissions is high. In the Western region traffic carbon
emissions are relatively low because western provinces are mainly economically less-developed areas
and sparsely populated areas. Both studies also point out that with time going by, the emission gaps
between China’s provinces and cities are shrinking. It means the time effect on traffic carbon emissions
is negative and the effectiveness of reduction measures is increasing annually, thus, per capita carbon
emissions will be reduced, whose decline rate will be increased gradually.

In the long run, the positive influencing factors of traffic carbon emissions are (in descending
order) per capita GDP, average vehicle energy consumption and urban built-up area [112]. Similarly,
Lin and Benjamin [110] examine the impacts of various factors on carbon emissions from the
transportation sector and rank the impacts from large to small as carbon intensity, GDP, energy intensity
and urbanization. From the Opposite side, Yang et al. [41] recognize that public transportation
development has a significant negative influence on the growth of per capita carbon emissions.

4. The Path to Carbon Emission Peak in China

Data in Figure 11 show that in the middle of the 1990s, non-OECD countries gradually exceeded
OECD countries and became the main sources of global carbon emissions. In the period 1990–2040,
the actual and projected dynamic trends of global carbon emissions are similar to non-OECD countries.
In 2007, China surpassed the USA as the greatest emitter, and after the inflection point, the change of
emissions gradually becomes smooth and close to the trend of OECD countries.
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Data from Chai and Xu [14] are summarize in Figures 12 and 13, which suggest that when
developed countries reached the total carbon emission peak, their urbanization rate exceeded 70%,
and the per capita GDP exceeded 20,000 USD (at 2015 constant prices). When per capita carbon
emission peak, the urbanization rate and per capita GDP of each country are slightly different from
the values when total carbon emissions peak, but the overall trend is similar; the emissions per capita
are basically below 20 tons. When taking amounts of typical countries’ total and per capita carbon
emission peaks as targets, China’s predicted peak years are roughly 20–50 years behind those countries.
These data further indicate that urbanization and economic development levels are highly related with
carbon emission peak.
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The experiences of developed countries provide a guide to development of the carbon emission
peak in China. However, unlike developed countries whose total carbon emission peaks frequently
occurred later than the per capita peaks, total and per capita carbon emissions in China are likely
to peak in a similar period because population growth in China is expected to be much slower than
emission growth in the next decades. Economic growth and the acceleration of urbanization result
in the increase carbon emissions, while technological progress and energy structure optimization
reduce emissions. However, the negative effect of technological progress is far greater than that of
energy structural change. By contrast, economic development plays more important roles in increasing
energy consumption and CO2 emissions than urbanization. Thus, compared with developed countries,
China has a great potential for energy conservation and emission reduction because of the relatively
higher speed of technological progress and economic growth [14,27].

Furthermore, among the various influencing factors mentioned in Section 3, Du et al. [35] argue
that economic development, technology progress and industrial structure are the most important factors
affecting China’s CO2 emissions, while the impacts of energy structure and urbanization level are
insignificant. This finding may not be surprise to us. Because of the long-term dependence on coal
consumption caused by China’s energy endowment, there is still a long way to optimize energy structure
by increasing the share of non-fossil fuels in a short time. Furthermore, an urban resident usually causes
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more CO2 emissions than a rural resident [113]; however, urbanization process has the advantages
of energy-intensive utilization and high household energy utilization efficiency, thereby contributing
to reducing CO2 emissions, the two opposing forces may contradict each other. Zhao et al. [90]
recognize energy consumption, technology and a province’s energy infrastructure should be controlled.
Among several influencing factors, Ouyang and Lin [8] point out that urbanization has the greatest
effect on growth rates of energy consumption and CO2 emissions. Considering the above-mentioned,
the following strategies are developed, which conform to China’s reality.
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4.1. Economic Development Model and Residents’ Consumption Behavior

With rapid economic development and expansion of the construction infrastructure,
the proportion of household energy consumption in carbon emissions will gradually increase. China is
experiencing a shift from being a traditional agricultural society to a modern industrial and urbanized
society. The urbanization process determines the lifestyle of residents, so a growing number of
newly urbanized residents will change their energy consumption behaviors by enjoying more modern
energy services. Furthermore, an increasing number of people will tend to consume more energy
to obtain high-quality life, which imposes more pressure on energy conservation and emission
reduction [92,114,115].

Therefore, governments should introduce the concept of a “low-carbon city” vigorously,
raise awareness of a low-carbon economy, cultivate low-carbon lifestyle, improve the energy usage
in residents’ homes and increase public services that facilitate low-carbon living [16,25,27,90].
Additionally, China should take such fundamental measures as optimizing economic structure,
promoting a sustainable low-carbon economic pattern, abandoning the obsolete development model
(over-reliant on high energy-consumption and high-emission industries) and expanding the tertiary
industry representative of a low energy-consumption economy. Furthermore, the overall social
income level is to be improved and the social and public welfare should be enriched to reduce
the burden of public consumption and release the huge consumption potential. These objectives
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can be achieved by means of reducing economic dependence on fixed asset investment and
low-end exports, thereby promoting domestic consumption, and maintaining sustainable economic
growth [62,82,92,116].

As a necessary part of residents’ daily life, transportation also makes a large contribution to
carbon emissions. Therefore, the following ways are specified to reduce per capita carbon emissions in
the transportation industry. They comprise planning the construction of transportation to achieve an
agglomeration effect, providing a mature public transport system, promoting the change of travel mode,
and taking specific control measures for passenger transportation departments, such as improving the
standard of vehicle occupancy. The city population density, the size of built-up area and the density of
urban roads should also be controlled according to a rational plan [41,90,107]. Wang et al. [82] suggest
developing a highly energy efficient transport mode and promoting China’s transport energy savings
during urbanization process. According to Lin and Benjamin [110] the integration of energy intensity
and carbon intensity reductions can dramatically reduce carbon emissions in the transportation
industry, and carbon intensity has a more profound impact in the long run.

4.2. Industrial Structure and Production Process

China has entered a period of deep adjustment of industrial structure, and industrial upgrading is
also one of the main ways to reduce emissions. As a large agricultural country, agricultural production
is not only China’s carbon source but also carbon sink. It will increase carbon emissions through land
use change and increase carbon sink through land remediation and intensive use. Industry is the
dominant force in China’s real economy growth while it still presents the characteristics of high energy
consumption, high emissions, and low efficiency. The tertiary industry represented by transportation
and tourism has gradually become an important support for China’s modern economic growth.
Yang and Feng [25], Jia [42] and Wang et al. [117] indicate that during the process of improving
the living standards of domestic residents, the consumption behaviors of China’s urban residents
have deeply affected national industrial structure. Furthermore, emission mitigation will be costly
and difficult without fundamental shifts in the development paths. Thus, optimizing the industrial
structure is urgently required and of great importance for saving energy, thereby increasing energy
efficiency, and reducing emissions.

Wang et al. [16] and Niu et al. [27] suggest that optimizing the layout of industrial space, controlling
the capacity expansion of energy-intensive industries, and transferring high energy-consuming
industries are effective means of controlling carbon emissions. Wang et al. [16] state that policy makers
should formulate targeted emission-reduction policies for different sectors under a comprehensive
consideration. For the energy-intensive industry, controlling industrial scale and resolving significant
overcapacity are effective measures to reduce carbon emissions [116]. Gao et al. [68] suggest that
emission reduction in the production process also should focus on encouraging these industries
to change the traditional production modes, thereby leading to energy conservation and pollution
reduction. Gao and Song [69] find that optimizing the agricultural structure and encouraging the use
of environmentally friendly agricultural production factors such as organic fertilizers will be useful
to reduce carbon emissions in the agricultural sector. For light industry such as food production,
Lin and Xie [75] and Lin and Lei [76] demonstrate that it is necessary to increase energy efficiency,
upgrade energy consumption structure and develop large-scale food enterprise groups by integrating
food companies. It is supposed to promote deep processing by further refining the semi-finished
products, increasing the added value of production, and taking high-quality production to replace
mass production characterized by low added value, thereby contributing to efficiently reducing energy
consumption and carbon emissions. Furthermore, exploiting the potential of the tertiary industry can
reduce carbon emissions effectively without impairing economic development [25,99].
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4.3. Optimization of Energy Usage to form an Excellent Ecological Environment

Energy consumption and carbon emissions are directly related in a fossil-fuel economy.
He [12] and Mi et al. [28] hold the view that it is necessary for China to optimize energy mix,
thereby achieving the CO2 emission peaking target and substantially promoting the low-carbon
development transformation. In addition, China needs to achieve the co-benefits of CO2 emissions
reduction on energy conservation and environmental protection before carbon emission peak.

Figures 14 and 15 clearly present that by the end of 2014, the dependence on coal in China had
not diminished. In fact, the proportion of carbon emissions produced by coal combustion presented
a steep upward trend, accounting for approximately 80% of the total emissions. In terms of global
carbon emission sources, coal, liquid fuels, and gas fuels all showed the growth trends. However,
a more balanced distribution among these sources was found in worldwide compared with China.
Therefore, more efforts are required to optimize energy mix in China.
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Yang and Lin [62] and Zha et al. [91] find the types and quality of fuels play an important role in
reducing carbon emissions. However, coal still plays a dominant role in electricity production and
presents an upward trend; thus, it is a big challenge to encourage this energy-intensive industry to use
more fuels of lower emission coefficients. Governments could initiate industrial differentiation policy
and encourage key industrial sectors to achieve a reduction in fossil fuels consumption by setting and
implementing stage-specific and region-specific CO2 emissions reduction goals or peak targets [12,119].
Wang et al. [120] suggest that rising energy prices can stimulate emission reduction but at a high cost,
whereas the alternative policy of using clean energy instead of high-carbon energy has great potential
for emission reduction and will not hinder economic development.

Generally, many scholars [62,68,82,89,91,103] conclude that a variety of strategies can be
used to mitigate CO2 emissions and CO2 emission intensity effectively. These measures include
guiding enterprises to increase the diversity of energy mix, improving energy utilization technology,
expanding the use of new energy, increasing the proportion of clean energy use, and increasing the
share of hydropower and nuclear power. At the same time, waste materials can be used to bring more
environmental benefits, the scope of renewable energy utilization can be expanded, and efforts can be
made to achieve terminal energy conservation.

However, because most new sources of energy are expensive and typically suitable for a single
application, new energy can become an alternative energy source but will struggle until becoming
the main energy source. Currently, there are some disputes about the utilization of nuclear power
as a way to mitigate carbon emissions. Some scholars argue nuclear energy maybe become more
fossil-fuel intensive than traditional fossil fuels by midcentury, as mining of the uranium resource and
processing of low grade ore will consume greater fossil-fuel energy. As a result, nuclear energy will
perhaps become more carbon intensive even than coal. Therefore, nuclear could not completely solve
the CO2 problem. In addition, it is worth noting that China has abundant shale oil and gas reserves,
but mining technology is not mature, especially for the shale oil. The mining of shale oil and gas has
strict requirement for technology. For example, the mining process of fracturing method in densely
populated areas may lead to environmental problems, such as water pollution and earthquake. It will
be helpful to learn experience from countries such as the USA and Canada with advanced mining
technology and low mining cost. Moreover, for some regions with special geological structure, it is
still necessary to independently develop mining technology according to local conditions. Therefore,
the potential development of China in shale oil and gas industry is expected to be attractive and
promising in the future. Maybe the share of coal consumption is likely to be overtaken by other energy
resources in China. Coupled with China’s coal de-capacity policy, the current development of shale
industry will be helpful in stabilizing China’s energy supply structure. In other words, it can effectively
alleviate the excessive dependence on coal consumption caused by China’s energy endowment of rich
coal, lean oil, and little natural gas, thereby leading to decreasing carbon emissions and achieving peak
carbon emissions sooner [121].

Luan [43] and Wang and Zou [81] find that decreasing energy intensity, optimizing energy mix
and improving energy efficiency have been and will remain effective ways to mitigate CO2 emissions,
as well as realize sustainable development without damaging economic development.

Zhao et al. [90] confirm that blindly slowing down the pace of urbanization cannot solve
the carbon emission problem from the source; rather, improving the quality of urbanization and
increasing investment in the ecological environment and pollution control can be helpful to achieve
emission reduction. In the process of urbanization, attention must be devoted to the construction
of ecological environment, such as expanding the amount of green space to increase carbon sink.
He [12], Wang and Liu [100] and Lin [106] propose that governments should gradually improve
environmental standards, strengthen low-carbon environmental regulations, improve relevant
carbon emissions control policies and regulations, establish a carbon tax and carbon financial
systems, promote environmental law enforcement, and establish a cooperating social responsibility
system. These techniques can increase the emission cost of high-emission enterprises, promote the
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internalization of environmental costs, rationalize the price system of resource products, continuously
improve environmental access standards and resource tax, and accelerate the formation mechanism
of resource products pricing. Besides, national carbon emission cap and carbon trading system also
become important parts of China’s ecological civilization system.

4.4. Further Enhancing the Development of FDI and Technology Progress

FDI can promote China’s economic growth and international trade. Meanwhile, large-scale foreign
capital enters the high energy-consumption and high carbon-emission industries, thereby producing
many products with high embodied carbon content in China. In fact, this process transfers up
to 10 million Mt of carbon emissions annually to China, which will deteriorate China’s natural
environment. Therefore, the “transfer carbon emissions” caused by FDI cannot be ignored [14,106].
Furthermore, it is necessary to enhance the ability to absorb and utilize the technology spillover effect
of FDI, thereby contributing to reducing domestic carbon emissions. Go a step further, increasing R&D
investment and policy support, and developing sustainable economic system and society are the best
ways to increase the effectiveness of technological progress in mitigating carbon emissions caused
by GDP growth [27]. Technological improvements in energy saving and carbon reduction are the
most important factors to mitigate carbon dioxide emission, moreover, the improvements of energy
efficiency and carbon emission efficiency are important to curb CO2 emission growth rate [12,15,116].
Therefore, the innovation of advanced energy technology and international cooperation should become
strong supports for energy revolution.

The development of low-carbon technology in China should not only undertake independent
innovation, but also must actively seek international technical cooperation and make full use of the
“clean development mechanism”. At the national level, the government needs to expand the scale
and intensity of FDI, improve the quality of investment, optimize the industrial distribution of FDI to
provide a good capital basis for introducing carbon emission controls, and cooperate with domestic and
international advanced research institutions to achieve technological innovation. Currently, because the
introduction of sophisticated technology capital in China is still limited, the government should
encourage foreign investment in high-technology industries and limit the entry of foreign capital into
low-technology and energy-intensive industries. Governments also should further increase efforts
to introduce foreign funds to primary industry, optimize the investment structure of the secondary
industry, guide the distribution of funds to the tertiary industry and provide preferential terms for FDI.
Furthermore, it is vital for governments to promote international technical cooperation in low-carbon
technology for enhancing local competitive advantage.

At the enterprise level, several techniques can help the electricity industry and high energy-
consuming industries achieve carbon emission peak by stages. These include enhancing eliminating
backward production capacity such as enterprises with lower production techniques and higher
resources consumption and emissions than industry averages. At the same time, it is of great importance
to increase investment in R&D and popularize energy-saving and emission-reduction technologies to
high energy-consuming industries. In summary, improving national independent research and the
development level of low-carbon techniques would ensure the realization of carbon emission reduction
targets [6,16,42,100,102,106].

From a regional perspective, Feng et al. [54] argue that the interchange of technology throughout
China cannot be ignored. Li [79] suggests that attention should be paid to the mutual influences of
technological progress among regions in the process of carbon emission peak, thereby activating the
benign interaction of regional technological progress. Adopting differentiated FDI policy can promote
industrial gradient optimization [106]. FDI in the Eastern region which is mostly market-seeking
would be conducive to reducing carbon emissions, so it is necessary to increase efforts to attract foreign
capital. For the Central and Western regions, most FDI is resource-seeking and will significantly
increase carbon emissions. Therefore, local governments should limit investment in high-emission
industries and instead guide capital into the tertiary industry characterized by low carbon emissions.
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Meanwhile, China also needs to enhance the preferential FDI policies in the Central and Eastern
regions in a timely manner. Park et al. [122] and Zhang [123] state that due to differences in
climate, economic circumstances, and carbon emission efficiency, achieving China’s carbon emission
peaking target requires combining various technologies across various regions as well as formulating
zone-division and time-phased carbon emission control targets scientifically.

The historical cases of emission peaks in industrialized countries are of great significance for
developing countries. Chai and Xu [14] find that for China, the gradual reduction of carbon emissions
is more suitable than other approaches to achieve the carbon emission peak, and the transfer process
will be smoother. By reducing carbon intensity and then controlling the total emission amounts,
China can fully realize the peaking of carbon emissions and the abatement of carbon emissions.

5. Conclusions

This study systematically reviews a wide range of literature about the carbon emission peak in
China. The comprehensive review provides valuable suggestions for different regions and different
industries to help China achieve its carbon emission peak as early as possible.

In accordance with this review of literature, the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) Carbon emissions in China are still in an increasing trend. Mitigating emissions will be a long
and arduous task. According to most research, the peaking year is projected to be in the period
2020–2040 with carbon emission peak of 10 Gt; some scholars also indicate China’s total and per capita
carbon emissions may peak in the same period, which will be different from traditional industrialized
countries. (2) Among China’s three economic regions, the Eastern region is the largest in term of
total carbon emissions and per capital carbon emissions, and will be the first region to achieve carbon
emission peak. The Central region has the best potential to reduce emissions, and its predicted interval
for realizing peak carbon emissions is approximately 5 years later than that in the Eastern region.
Because of its less-developed economic and high coal consumption, the ability of the Western region
to realize carbon emission peak is questionable. Generally, the factors affecting carbon emissions in
these three regions are mainly concentrated on economic development, energy intensity and industrial
structure. (3) From an industrial perspective, the secondary industry (including energy-intensive
sectors such as the iron, steel, power, and cement industries) is a dominant contributor to carbon
emissions in China, and energy efficiency, industrialization and urbanization are primary influencing
factors of carbon emissions in these industries. Some scholars also study other industries which seem
less relevant with carbon emissions such as agricultural, tourism and food sectors; however, the results
show that their carbon emissions should not be underestimated. (4) Most scholars suggest that the
growth of economic output has the greatest effect on increasing CO2 emissions, and most efforts
should be directed to decrease energy intensity as a way to mitigate carbon emissions. (5) Furthermore,
significant reduction in emissions through energy intensity and lifestyle change is important to achieve
a low-carbon economy. Specifically, given the regional disparities of energy intensity among regions,
the Western region has the highest level of energy intensity followed by the Central region and
Eastern region [80], and the opportunity for contributing to peak emissions through decreasing energy
intensity is distributed unequally across China. Thus, designing emission mitigation policies requires
considering regional inequalities of energy intensity.

Overall, the path to achieve China’s carbon emission peak should emphasize a qualified
urbanization process, rational industrial structure upgrading, energy mix improvement and
energy-saving technology promotion. All these comprehensive measures should be coordinated,
in addition, regional differences and spatial spillover effects are to be fully considered. If well integrated,
these measures can fulfill both new normal economic development and desired carbon emission
peaking optimal target at the same time [55,81].
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